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ARRANGEMENTREGARDING INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN TEXTILES

Article 4 Notification

Amendment to the Bilateral Agreement
between the EEC and Brazil

The Textiles Surveillance Body has received from the EEC a notification of
an amendment to its existing initialled bilateral agreement which had been
concluded under Article 4 of the Arrangement, between the EEC and Brazil,
concerning trade in textiles.¹

The TSB, pursuant to its procedure regarding bilateral agreements notifiedunder Article 4²], has examined the relevant documentation and is circulating the
text of this amendment to the participating countries.

¹For original agreement see COM.TEX/SB/404.
²/See COM.TEX/SB/35, Annex B.
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AGREED MINUTE

Following requests from the European Economic Community made
in Notes Verbales dated 28.7.78 and 6.10.78, consultations were held

during the period November 1978 to June 1979, and particularly on

29-30.11.78 and 13-14.6.79, between Brazil and the Community to

discuss trade in combed and carded wool Category 46 ('wool tops').

(A list of participants is attached).

1. During consultation Community delegations drew attention to the
increase of total imports of wool tops originating in Brazil from

4,428 tons in 1976 to 6,482 tons in 1978. 'Net' imports had risen from

4,157 to 4,874 tons between 1977 and 1978. In the view of the Community,

such increase had contributed to uncertainty, damage and the threat of

further damage for Community producers. The level of imports wa.s now

far in excess of the limits specified in Article 6 of the Bilateral
Agreement initialled en December 1977.

2. Brazilian detegations had emphasised that in their view exports

from Brazil had not produced the results alleged, that such exports

were not only far in excess of the import figures quoted by the EEC but

did not show the same rate of growth, that it was impossible for Brazil

to verify the 'net' import figures quoted by the EEC, that wool tops

are raw material and as such should not be subject to restriction, and

finally that the limits specified in Article 6 had already been exceeded

at the time of negotiation in 1977 when the EEC had sought no quota.

3. Nevertheless, in a spirit of cooperation to ensure

security for both importers and exporters in the

coming years, Brazil agreed to limit exports of combed

and carded wool (Category 46) to the Community as

follows
EEC D F I BNL UK IRL DK

(01.08.79
to 31.12.79) 3021 663 500 1250 479 104 8 17

1980 7613 1720 1278 3015 1157 375 22 47

1981 7993 1884 1364 3030 1170 462 25 58

1982 8393 2040 1450 3045 1190 568 28 72
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(a) Such exports would be subject to the double-checking
procedures specified in the Bilateral-Agreement and

to such other of its provisions as were relevant to

the application of the new quota.

(b) The two parties noted that, in view of the high level
of the 1979 quota in relation to net imports in previous
years, the Level of annual growth would be lower than
that provided in Protocol C of the Bilateral Agreement.

4. The two sides noted that in particular Article 4 of the Bilateral
Agreement would apply in full effect to trade in wool tops and thus
(inter-alia) imports of the product declared to be for re-export outside

the Community in the sane state or after processing would not be subject
to the above Limits.

5. The parties acknowledged that the quota though applying only to
the period 1 August to 31 December 1979 was calculated as a proportion of
annual figures of 7,250 tons (D : 1,590; F: 1,200; I : 3,000; BNL : 1,150;
UK : 250; IRL : 20; DK : 40). It was therefore agreed that :

(a) if it was ascertained that Brazilian exports for the

period 1.1.79 to 31.12.79(always excluding those

corresponding to the imports referred to in 4 above)
differed from the balance of the annual figure, after
deduction of the quota referred to in 3 above, then

such quota would be adjusted to reflect the annual

figure. For this purpose the parties agreed to exchange
statistics on trade for the seven months in question
as soon as these were available;

(b) the flexibility provisions of Article 5 of the Bilateral
Agreement would be calculated on the annual figures.

Souto MAIOR Gillaume HOFMANN
Ambassador Head of Delegation
Head of Delegation European Economic

Community

Brussels, 11 July 1979


